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COLLECTION
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“I believe good design starts from function and also has own individual 
character. I dry my best to design long lasting products which are 
functional, beautiful and understandable. “ 

Mikko Laakkonen, Studio Laakkonen, Helsinki, Finland
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KOTONA coffee table
Board thickness 30 mm
NOTE: flat packed / need assembly

650/750/850

250/350
Standard sizes ( L/W), 

height optional
650 x 650 mm
750 x 750 mm
850 x 850 mm

KOTONA side table
Board thickness 30 mm
NOTE: flat packed / need assembly

350

* height optional

250/450

Mikko Laakkonen was born in 
Espoo in 1974. After graduating 
as a musical instrument maker, he 
studied furniture design at Ky-
menlaakso University of Applied 
Sciences, and later received his 
Masters degree from the University 

DESIGNER

of Art and Design in Helsinki. After working in design 
and architecture firms for several years, Mikko founded 
Studio Mikko Laakkonen in 2004.
The Studio offers product design services, with the main 
focus on everyday items. Mikko’s designs have been on 
display in several exhibitions around Europe, the United 
States, China and Japan.
He has been awarded the number of international and 
national prizes.
Today, Studio Laakkonen works with a variety of brands 
and clients from all around the world.

650/750/850

250/350

650/750/850

650/750/850

350

250/450

350

350
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Ash black pigment oil

WOOD TYPES/FINISHES

Walnut natural oil

Oak natural oil

Oak white pigment oil

Ash white pigment oil

Beech white pigment oil

Solid wood furniture collection Kotona 
is simple and versatile collection for 
both public and private environments. 
Sculptural details give collection its 
own sound. Kotona collection is 
example of intercultural cooperation 
which celebrate collaboration with 
contemporary design and fine 
craftsmanship.

“I believe good design starts from 
function and also has own individual 
character. I dry my best to design long 
lasting products which are functional, 
beautiful and understandable. “ 
- Mikko Laakkonen, Studio Laakkonen, 
Helsinki, Finland.

Kotona collection is imagined as a group of products, big and 
small, from sofa to side tables, even accessories. It is made for 
living space but could be used in public space such as retail 
stores, lobbies, etc. 
Even some of the products are still sketches, the main idea is 
visible flowing through all of them. Lounched in September 
2019, first Kotona products are coffee and side table. Even not 
so big products, they best represent the true spirit of 
collection. Their playfull nature and pure forms allow user to 
manipulate them easily and use them in different way 
depending on situation or will. 



ALTER
CHAIR
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520

815

500

460

520

420

Stackable product
Back handle for easier handling 

ALTER chair, solid wood 
or upholstered

The Alter chair is versatile. It is suitable for the rigours of 
commercial applications and is equally at home in an 
intimate setting. Triangulated legs lighten the product whilst 
retaining strength and solidity. Undulating backrest lines 
form a handle that is pleasant to the touch offering optimum 
seating comfort. 

The seat can be upholstered in a variety of high quality 
fabrics and a broad colour palette in materials such as wool 
and leather. Alter is entirely manufactured in FSC certified 
solid woods including oak, ash and walnut varieties and is 
hand finished by skilled craftsmen. Its stackability makes the 
Alter chair ideal for spaces that require versatility.
Alter chair is multiple awarded goods. BIGSEE WOOD 
AWARD 2019 - WINNER is the last award given to Alter.
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Ado Avdagić designs 
furiture and interiors. He 
contemplates relationship 
between a person, nature 
and form in space 
generating functional, 
ergonomic and 

DESIGNER

aestethically satisfying solutions. Ado’s 
products are higly regarded and he has won 
awards for his designs internationally. Ado 
has exhibited at all major international fairs 
including the XXI Triennale di Milano 
International Exhibition and Venice Design. 
His products have been featured in leading 
design magazines.

DIVINA 3 0106 DIVINA 3 0224 DIVINA 3 0334 DIVINA 3 0384

DIVINA MD 0203 DIVINA MD 0413

HERO 0601 HERO 0311 HERO 0511 HERO 0541 HERO 0551

DIVINA MD 0713

LINEA Latte 635 LINEA Panna 603 LINEA Earth 667 LINEA Siena 638 LINEA Nocciola 607 LINEA Antic 616

LINEA Mattone 613 LINEA Begonia 617 LINEA Cerise 699 LINEA Nero 622

UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS

* These upholstery materials are part of MS&WOOD standard offer. More available on request.

WOOD TYPES/FINISHES

Walnut natural oil Oak natural oil Oak white 
pigment oil

Ash white 
pigment oil

Ash black 
pigment oil

Beech white 
pigment oil

* These wood types/finishes are part of MS&WOOD standard offer. More available on request.
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Standard sizes ( L/W/H)
900x900x745 mm
1250x1250x745 mm

Elle round table is developed as an addition to 
the existing Elle collection. Even it already contains 
dining tables and following products such as chair or 
bench, round table definitely brings something new 
and fresh. It is designed in a same manner - simple 
and pure form with sophisticated details and 
intelligent construction solutions. With two sizes, 
it can be combined with two or four chairs and it’s 
even adjusted to be used with chairs with armrests 
that fit under the table perfectly.

ELLE
ROUND TABLE

Nataša Perković is a 
product designer from 
Sarajevo, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Her interest 
lies in putting beauty and 
craftsmanship in bed with 
innovation and commerce, 

DESIGNER

so that people will enjoy her designs for many 
years. Working with Bosnian, European and 
global producers, she runs her design studio 
together with several collaborators. Nataša also 
teaches where she had studied – at the 
Department of Product Design, Academy of Fine 
Arts in Sarajevo. 

900/1250

745

WOOD TYPES/FINISHES

Walnut natural oil

Oak natural oil

Oak white pigment oil

Ash white pigment oil

Beech white pigment oil

* These wood types/finishes are part of MS&WOOD 
standard offer. More available on request.

900/1250

900/1250
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Even Primum is the widest collection in MS&WOOD 
assortment, we added one more member of the family - 
console table. It is imagined to be placed in hallway with 
Primum hallway unit and bench. Together, those three 
products make one complete group for hallway space. 
Console table remains Primum recognizable leg shape but it 
has its own characteristics - narrow, wide surface and 
functional drawers makes Primum console table perfect for 
multifuctional and frequent space such as hallway. 

PRIMUM
CONSOLE TABLE

WOOD TYPES/FINISHES

Walnut natural oil

Oak natural oil

Oak white pigment oil

Ash white pigment oil

Beech white pigment oil

Ado Avdagić designs 
furiture and interiors. 
He contemplates 
relationship between 
a person, nature and 
form in space 
generating functional, 

DESIGNER

ergonomic and aestethically 
satisfying solutions. Ado’s products are 
higly regarded and he has won awards 
for his designs internationally. Ado has 
exhibited at all major international fairs 
including the XXI Triennale di Milano 
International Exhibition and Venice 
Design. His products have been featured 
in leading design magazines.
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1300 400

905

1300

400

* These wood types/finishes are part of MS&WOOD 
standard offer. More available on request.
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Fojnica woods
photo by Adnan Bubalo

CERTIFICATES

Dedicated to reach the minimal environmental impact, we chose to 
use only eco friendly and controled renewable sourced materials for 
our products. 
It specially refers to wood which is our main material. Each tree 
and all wood based materials we use are proudly sourced from FSC 
(Forest Stewardship Council) Chain of Custody certified forests. 
In addition, we use many other eco friendly materials through the 
process of production and applied to our products both. It means 
that we use first class glues, water based paint etc. in the process of 
production and quality 
materials to finish and upholster our products. Balancing between 
environmental concerns and our strict quality standards we treat 
our products with oils based on vegetable oils and natural waxes 
which protect and nourish the wood. 
Also, we chose to upholster these beautiful chairs with only 100% 
natural materials like wool or leather.
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COMPANY

We are MASTERS&WOOD, a design led solid wood manufacturer 
specialized in production of high end 
furniture strongly focused on details and artistic expression. We 
created our respectable position in high end furniture market by 
unique combination of innovative energy and desire of reaching the 
new heights in 
proficiency of solid wood work. 
Our facilities are located in the idyllic town of Fojnica, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. It is the place of 
interweaving our innovative minds, classical carpentry techniques 
and cutting edge technology, which gave rise to many products and 
sophisticated details.
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